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Take a look at the UBWA LIVE DEMO!

Try UBTSL a trailing stop loss command line tool for Binance.

LUCIT Licensing Module

For service provider:
					

	

Creation of APIs															








UNICORN Binance Suite:



	 UNICORN Binance Suite 
	 UNICORN Binance Local Depth Cache
	 UNICORN Binance REST API 
	 UNICORN Binance Trailing Stop Loss 
	 UNICORN Binance WebSocket API 
	 UnicornFy 


					




Supported Python Plattforms:
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You need a UNICORN Binance Suite License?				

More information about the UNICORN Binance Suite can be found here.


get a license				












  











Are you a trader looking to take your business to the next level?

Set up your execution solutions exactly the way you want, with powerful trading capabilities at your fingertips.

At LUCIT, we specialize in providing Full-stack Trading Automation for traders in the crypto and traditional financial markets. Our bots can receive signals from various sources, including TradingView, MetaTrader and Telegram, and can execute trades based on these signals. We also offer data science services to help traders analyze their trading data.

Our team works closely with clients from the planning phase through to deployment and operation, ensuring that every client receives a customized solution that meets their unique trading needs. We offer full-stack developing, hosting, maintenance and monitoring solutions, so our clients can focus on their trading strategies while we take care of the technical details.

Whether you're a large corporation or an individual trader, we've got you covered. Our services are tailored to meet the unique needs of each and every one of our clients.

Our commitment to customer satisfaction is at the heart of everything we do. We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional customer service, and our team is always on hand to provide support and guidance whenever our clients need it. Whether you are an experienced trader or just starting, we are here to help you automate your trading and take your trading strategies to the next level.




Do you have any questions? We will be happy to answer them in our chat - usually you will receive an answer within a few minutes during our opening hours.










Arrange a free & no obligation consultation

Together we will clarify your needs and you will receive a detailed offer


Make an appointment now		











Our Stack





Automation and Integration of Trading Platforms

Interactive Brokers

MQL4/MQL5 PyTrader/python_metatrader5

Pine Script™

... and almost everything else!





REST API`s and Websockets

We specialize in connecting to crypto API endpoints and are maintainers of the UnicornFy, UNICORN Binance REST API and UNICORN Binance Websocket API for Python.

Binance, KuCoin, Pancakeswap, CoinMarketCap, CoinDesk, ...

CCXT

Interactive Brokers

MetaTrader

Yahoo Finance API

KAIKO

Boto3, Azure SDK, ...





AI / Neural Networks

Azure AI (certified)

TensorFlow

Scikit

SageMaker





Data Science

R

Python
Pandas
NumPy
SciPy
Matplotlib





Full-Stack Infrastructure On-Prem or Cloud (AWS, Azure, OVH, Hetzner, Digital Ocean, ...)

Linux (hardened), EC2

DynamoDB

Kafka

Kubernetes

PostgreSQL/MySQL/MariaDB

Redis

Data Lakes

Microservices

Monitoring

Security

AI

And much more ...






















Customer reviews








Lucit Systems and Oliver provided me with an excellent service. Professional, knowledge and speedy, with fantastic communication from start to finish. If you have software needs- This is the company to use. I highly recommend them!
Thank you again Lucit System's for all your help, and I am looking forward to the next project you can help with.
			

Gavin Brownlie															Google Review
			














Lucit Systems and Oliver have been extremely helpful for my software development projects related to financial modeling and deployment. Tasks that would have taken me months were performed in a much shorter span of time. Oliver responded to my programming inquiries very quickly. He has tremendous skills in programming languages, streaming, multi-threading, APIs, optimization of functions etc.

Thanks Oliver and the Lucit System Team and looking forward to working with you in the future.
			

Masoud Farshchian, Ph.D. (USA)															Google Review
			














LUCIT Systems and Development has, and continues to, surpass my expectations for both software delivery and customer service; I have nothing to say but good things about them. I approached LUCIT Systems and Development with extensive software development needs. My software product has extended well beyond the bounds of anything I could have produced myself or with resources elsewhere - thanks to the tools, and programming strategies, provided by LUCIT. It is clear that LUCIT mindfully employs the most up-to-date technologies to the end of meeting your software needs. I highly recommend them!

			

Pablo Bendiksen															Google Review
			














Awesome people. Awesome products.
			

Heiko Hermann															Google Review
			














Professional support, on time, in budget and easy to communicate with. Really great experience - will definitely work again. Highly recommended.
			

Azamat Shablin															Google Review
			














Top developer, I needed a specific trading bot and finally found someone capable. Really worth the money, high quality standard.
			

Der Eine															Google Review
			














LUCIT Systems and Development provided excellent quality services for all my software needs. They have remarkable expertise in diagnostic technology and took my software product to a whole new level. Highly recommend!
			

Humayun (Hum)															Google Review
			














High quality and outstanding competence. Perfect support. Thank you to the LUCIT Systems team.
			

Christian Spandl															Google Review
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Rate us on Google!





Address & contact


Am Berg 391
3970 Weitra
Austria



info@lucit.tech



+43 2856 30800



Open in google maps!



MO-FR: 09:00–17:00 (CET)
SA, SO, holiday: Closed!



Emergency hotline (outside business hours):
+43 2856 30800-911







Callback Service







Mandatory field Name*






Mandatory field Phone*






Message          




Don't fill this field	Don't fill this fieldDon't fill this field


Request contact
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Our specializations	

	

Automated trading systems


	

Python Development


	

Data Science


	

MetaQuotes Language


	

Pine Script™


	

Creation of APIs





	
Our products	

	

UNICORN Binance Suite


	

UNICORN Binance Local Depth Cache


	

UNICORN Binance REST API


	

UNICORN Binance Trailing Stop Loss


	

UNICORN Binance WebSocket API


	

UnicornFy
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Billing and Payment
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Rate us on Google!


	

Affiliate Program








From the blog



07.
Oct		
How to get and use a UNICORN Binance Suite License Key



07.
Oct		
A New Chapter in Our Journey: Merging Open Source Spirit with Sustainable Development



05.
May		
Buy an Asset and instantly create a Take Profit and Stop Loss OCO Sell Order using Python in Binance Isolated Margin



03.
May		
Passing Binance Market Data to Apache Kafka in Python with aiokafka
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This website uses only indispensable cookies that are necessary for the technical operation of the website and refrains from the use of purposeful and targeted cookies as well as advertising cookies!
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